Mission: Help SICE students to get to know each other

Values: Create a better SICE environment

Consultant: Vicky Chen
Jackson Latham

Designer: Joshua Knowles

Software Engineer: Nick Walker
Problems:

- Meeting with new people
- Making friends
- Under pressure
- Luddy Hall is far away
Solution

- Create an App for SICE students
- Add more bus line
We decided to focus on many problems and combine them to create one solution for them.

The problems we focused on include meeting new people, making friends, and having lots of pressure working through the classes.

We came to the conclusion that by making an app we can specify each one of these needs and make the SICE community even better.
Design

1. Forum for questions
2. Profile matching
3. Titles to show role in SICE (student, teacher)
4. Bus routes and times for luddy hall and Informatics building
Software Engineer

- Developing and implementing the technical structure of the app needed for solution
  - Programming/Creating the actual app structure to work as designed
  - Implement the different features of the app
- Troubleshooting and debugging problems in the app software
Conclusion

Why Work With Us

1. Make meaningful change in the lives of every SICE student
2. Better the SICE environment for yourself
3. Opportunities for immediate leadership position
4. Be apart of the story